**14 FAM Exhibit 611.6**

**Limitations**

*(CT:LOG-51; 02-25-2008)*

**MAY BE APPROVED FOR CRATING**

- Fine art work (to include vases, pictures, paintings and sculptures) with a documented value over $2100 per item or per set

- Glass / marble / slate table tops, minimum size of 36x36 inches with a replacement value of $500 or greater, and which will not fit in a normal storage vault or liftvan

- Crystal chandelier with appraised value over $2100

- Baby grand pianos

**WILL NOT BE APPROVED FOR CRATING**

- Any wood furniture, overstuffed chairs or sofas, wall dividers, wall units, China hutches or cabinets

- Taxidermied or stuffed animal trophies

- Any electronic equipment

- Any playground equipment

- Any athletic / exercise equipment

- Upright / electric piano

- Surfboards

- Ladders, tools or yard maintenance equipment

- Ship / airplane or other large models

- Mattresses

- Fish tanks

- Bicycles

- Clocks

- Musical instruments

- Artwork with appraised value under $2100 per item

- Hat/ coat rack

- Any items going into storage chandelier with appraised value under $2100

- Doll house

---

*Section 12: EXHIBIT to be used for DOSDC and DOSDD*